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The Studio, Building Block, The Sketch Collections
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Northern Hemisphere Winter 15 - Southern Hemisphere Summer 15/16

Kowtow 17th collection takes place in a studio. The space is eerie, with 
white walls, high ceiling and light flooding in. The studio is a place where 
ideas become objects.

The Studio collection is inspired by ceramics. Kowtow designs with the 
fabric in mind just like the ceramist is aware of the clay he/she uses to 
create essential and functional objects.

The collection reaffirms the label’s effortless and sophisticated aesthetic 
with well-crafted garments. A composed use of lines and curves, pleats 
and details emphasize each garment’s individuality. The collection offers 
signature oversized styles such as the Smith Shirt, Wandering Mind Blazer 
and Raku Dress, versatile staples like the Stencil Top, Fragments Dress 
and On the Surface Skirt and classics such as the Keepsake Trench. The 
Volute Dress, Fragments Dress and Building Block Function Piece are 
multifunction pieces designed to be worn multiple ways. All garments are 
entirely made from certified ethical and organic cotton. 

For the first time in the range, Kowtow introduces texture with a Navy 
Chambray alongside the Grey Marle to balance a palette of natural and 
earthy tones inspired by oxides and minerals found in ceramics: gold, 
sage, sand and dark green. The result is a muted, almost neutral range 
that emphasizes the richness of the cotton. 

The Dots pattern brings a classic texture to the soft white voile while the 
Faces print references traditional figurative illustration. The Kintsugi Print 
refers to the Japanese tradition of mending broken pottery with gold to 
give it a second life and adorns the popular oversized print dress and print 
top. All textiles are designed in-house and limited edition. 

Building Block is the Kowtow range of everyday basics designed to be 
worn on their own or alongside collection pieces, all made from the softest 

premium organic and ethical cotton making them a wardrobe staple. This 
season’s Building Blocks come in Black, White, Grey Marle, Gold and 
Stripe. New styles include the Building Block Tee Shirt Dress and Boyfriend 
Top.

The Sketch is an in-season collection due in stores and online from October 
2015 and is inspired by hand drawn research and creative atmosphere 
found in an artists studio. The Dashes print becomes the collection pattern 
and adorns signature Kowtow pieces such as the Etched Dress, Smith Shirt 
and Studio Skirt. The palette consists of monochrome tones - Black, White, 
Navy Chambray and Grey Marle all offset with hints of rose.   

Kowtow only works with premium certified fair trade organic cotton, 
meaning that from the moment the cotton seed is planted to the finished 
garment, the environment and all the workers in the complex production 
chain are treated and paid respectfully. Kowtow’s vision is to show 
that you can run a successful business and still be 100% transparent, 
environmentally sustainable and respect workers rights. 

Kowtow has most recently picked up the influential London based concept 
store and online retailer LN-CC. As well the range will be availabe in 
over 150 boutiques worldwide including Iceland, England, Switzerland, 
Germany, Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, America, 
Canada, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Kuwait, Australia and New Zealand. 

The collection will be launched with a ceramics collaboration with New 
Zealand based Houston Design Company. Limited edition ceramics pieces 
featuring Kowtow collection prints will be available to purchase online 
and through Kowtow’s first retail store space at the Department Store 
(Auckland, NZ) from August 2015.
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